BBC formation using bosons which interact only with the lattice
We first consider a BBC formed from mutually-non-interacting bosons. These bosons interact only with a host metal lattice and its itinerant electron population. Boson-boson interactions are ignored.
We consider the case of the NB bosons distributed within a crystal containing NL host unit cells. It is assumed that the bosons reside in potential wells within the unit cell of the host metal. Fractional charge is allowed at each site so that the potential provided by the lattice is periodic over a large enough scale that Bloch functions apply. The single particle wave functions SBLt(k,r) for the ideal lattice have the property
The fluctuation properties are shown by expanding in terms of
Wannier functions
s=l where R and R, are Bravais lattice vectors, e(k) is the band energy of VBlocbI and k is the crystal momentum. Each is is a
Wannier state, which, in the harmonic approximation, is suitably approximated at t=O by the ground state wave function of a parabolic well,
where rS = r-8 ,) and a is the classical turning point of the well. For notational purposes, we regroup terms in Eq. 5 that correspond to different n-fold occupations.
The corresponding collection of terms we designate as 0 (n, k,,r). Thus
In the next section we will be concerned with 4-fold occupations, which we call auad-bosons.
Nuclear reactions
We now consider the properties of Dt BBC bosons and the resulting nuclear interactions that are implied by selfinteraction. As discussed in the next section, the magnitude of the electrostatic self-interaction Ve'Oc is reduced dramatically Bounds on the probability of nuclear self-interaction then can be 
where e(4,k 3 ,rnue) represents the "nuclear bag-like" configuration. This reaction is the first step in the fusion reaction
We calculate the reaction rate from the Fermi Golden Rule 7 , To establish a lower bound on the required BBC concentration associated with the observed heatingz, we treat the square well self-interaction nuclear potential case, in which an isolated square well is defined by an upward shift in kinetic energy To of each D+ ion over the characteristic nuclear dimension rnuc near resin. The volume of the well is derived from rnuc -9.1 x lo cm, appropriate for a mass 8 nucleus. This is equivalent to immediate dissipation of a-particle product energy in the Each n-fold occupation component of the BBC is a single entity whose particle character is evident only through the existence of virtual states as described by the Wannier interaction, the free space interaction energy would apply, BornOppenheimer separability would not apply, and fusion would be prevented.
1? BBC Interactions in PdD
The last section describes a D+ BBC volumetric nuclear selfinteraction that is calculable using the Bloch eigenstates of the system and that approximately conserves crystal momentum. The reactions do not refer to any particular value of x. However, the most favorable condition for D@ BBC formation is x-1. Under these conditions interaction of the BBC with non-BBC D1 may be possible. The applicable reactions would be 
The maximum rate for this reaction chain would have the same form as that of Eq. 7, but with a c 3 concentration dependence instead of a c4 dependence, namely
